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What is Symbolic Regression?

Given a dataset 𝑋, 𝑦 , where each feature 𝑋! ∈ ℝ" and target y# ∈ ℝ, the 
goal of symbolic regression is to identify a function 𝑓 (i.e., 𝑦 ≈ 𝑓 𝑋 : ℝ" → ℝ) 
that best fits the dataset, where the functional form of 𝑓 is a short closed-
form mathematical expression.
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Deep Learning  Vs  Symbolic Regression
Deep Learning Symbolic Regression

input neural network output

Powerful fitting capability

Uninterpretable Over-fitting risk

ChatGPT

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 = 2𝑥! + 3𝑦!

observed data Mathematical expression

Interpretable Good generalization

large search space Inefficient solving



Deep Symbolic Regression

Typical approach
1. Encode data points
2. Predict the pre-order traversal
3. Compute cross-entropy loss

SymbolicGPT [Valipour et al., 2021]

NeSymRes [Biggio et al., 2021]
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Transformer [+, sin, x, exp, y]
Pre-order

Cross-entropy loss

Shortcomings:

train

👎 Low-quality feature extraction from data points

👎 Skeletons provide ill-defined supervision



Our Approach

👍

Advantages：
Use a pure residual MLP feature extractor for extracting rich features of data targeting SR tasks, which 
aids the expression generator in producing more correct expression skeletons

👍 Train with a joint supervised learning mechanism combining supervised contrastive learning (CL), which 
alleviates the ill-posed problem effectively



Performance

1.2 sin x! + 1.5 cos x" + 0.6
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Our Model asin x! + b cos x" + c

Pred. correct skeleton 😃

BFGS

Recovery rate of eq. skeleton
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Thank you !


